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Abstract. Incremental unknowns were introduced in [Temam 19901 as a means to approximate 
fractal attractors by using finite differences. However incremental unknowns also provide a 
new way for solving linear elliptic problems using several levels of discretization; the method is 
similar but different from the classical multigrid methods (see [Brandt 19841, [Hackbusch 19851, 
[McCormick 19871). It is efficient and easy to implement. We also expect the method to be 
suitable for problems for which the utilization of the standard multigrid methods is difficult 
(see [Chen(a) et al.], WcCormick 19871). 
In this article we describe the utilization of incremental unknowns for solving Laplace operator 
in dimension two. We provide some theoretical results concerning two-level approximations and 
we present the numerical tests done with the multi-level approximations. The numerical tests 
show that for this problem, the efficiency of the Incremental Unknown Method is comparable 
to the V-cycle multigrid method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The computation of turbulent flows involving highly oscillating functions and phenomena 
occurring on several different scales necessitate the utilization of a very large number of 
unknowns. Therefore, it is not physically reasonable nor computationally reasonable to 
handle all the unknowns in the same way. At this time, several new algorithms stemming 
from dynamical systems theory and the concept of inertial manifolds, are being investigated: 
they all emphasize diflerent treatments for small and large wavelengths (see e.g., [Foias et 
al. 19881, [Foias et al. 19881, [Marion et al. 19891, [Temam 19901). 
When the finite difference discretization is used, all nodal values play the same role. In 
order to make distinction between small and large wavelengths, a concept of Incremental 
Unknown has been proposed in [Temam 19901. As we shall see hereafter, the Incremental 
Unknown Method can be used to solve linear elliptic problems without any reference to their 
initial motivation for turbulence and nonlinear evolution problems. 
In this article we describe the solution of the Laplace equation using incremental un- 
knowns. The very simple but instructive one dimensional case is discussed first. We then 
proceed with the two-dimensional case. In both cases, we show how one can obtain a pri- 
ori estimates on the incremental unknowns based on energy type methods. The results 
show that the incremental unknowns are indeed small as expected. Finally we report on 
the results of numerical tests when several levels of discretization are involved. The tests 
show that the utilization of the conjugate gradient method in conjunction with incremental 
unknowns provides a method that is comparable to the classical V-cycle multigrid method 
and it is very easy to implement. 
The details of the results presented here will appear elsewhere as well as other applications 
of the Incremental Unknown Method for linear and nonlinear problems. 
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2. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We consider the simple twopoints boundary value problem 
-u” = f, 0 < 2 < 1; u(0) = u(1) = 0. (2.1) 
The discretization of (2.1) with mesh h = 1/2N, fj = k $!~~~~ f(z) dz, N E N gives 
2Uj-Uj_l-Uj+l=h2fj, j=1,*..,2N-1, (2.2) 
‘Uo = U2N = 0. (2.3) 
The incremental unknowns for this problem consist of the numbers Y2i = uzi, i = 0,. . . , N 
and the numbers zzi.+l = uzi+1- 3(uzi+u2i+2), i = 0,. . . , N - 1. Thus zsi+l is the increment 
of u at point 2i + 1 to the average of the values at the neighboring points, 2i and 2i + 2 . 
Surprisingly, the utilization of the incremental unknowns yields a decoupling of system 
(2.2), (2.3) and the incremental values zai+l, i = 0,. . . , N - 1 are explicit: 
%2i+1 = ;h2 f2i+l, i= 0 ,...,N-1, (24 
2Y2i - Ysi-2 - Y2i+2 = h’(2.fii + fii+l + fsi_I), i-0 - , . . . , N. (2.5) 
The system consisting of (2.5) and (2.3) is similar to the system consisting of (2.2), (2.3), 
but involves twice less unknowns. We can of course repeat the procedure. If we start with 
h = 1/2’N, 1, N E N, after 1 steps we reduce the initial system involving 2’N unknowns to 
a similar one involving N unknowns. 
Assuming f E L2([0, l]), using energy method, we can get discrete energy norm estimates 
for .z and the derivative of y: 
yh(r2i+l)2 5 const. h2, 
i=O 
Y2i+2 - Y2i)2 5 const. 
3. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We restrict ourselves to the Dirichlet problem in the square R = (0, 1)2: 
-Au=f inS1; u=O.on dR. (3.1) 
For N E N, we set h = 1/2N. The usual five-point discretization scheme reads: 
4%P - ucr-1,P - Uu+l,P - uc%,p-1 - Ua,p+.l = h2 f/&p; a, p = 1.. . ,2N - 1, 
(3.2) 
Ua,P = 0, if (Y or p = 0 or 2N. (3.3) 
Here fo,p and ua,p are the approximate values off and u at (cuh,Ph), respectively. We can 
also write (3.2) and (3.3) in the matrix form: 
AU=F. (3.4) 
We then consider the coarser grid with mesh 2h = I/N and introduce the incremental 
unknowns. Those consist of the nodal values Yzi,zj = u2i,2j at the points of the coarse grid 
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Figure 1. Comparison between condition 
numbers of A (linel) and A (line 2). 
Figure 2. Condition number of A grows 
quadratically with respect to log2 N. 
(2ih,2jh), i, j = 0,. . . , N, and of the appropriate incremental quantities za,P at the other 
points: 
%2i,2j+l = u2i,2jfl - +(“2i,2j + u2i,2j+2); i=l )..., N-l,j=O )...) N-l. 
*2i+l,2j = uZi+l,2j - $(u2i,2j + u2i+2,2j); i = 0,. . . ,N-l,j=l,..., N-l. 
z2i+l,2j+l = u2i+1,2j+l - +(“2i,2j + u2i+2,2j + U2i,2j+2 + U2i+2,2j+2); i, j = 0, . . . , N - 1. 
Like in the one-dimensional case, a priori estimates on the discrete norms of z and the 
derivatives of y are derived: 
2N- 1 
h2 g0 { 
Gi+1,2j+l + zZi+l,2j + z&,2j+l} 5 const. h2, 
N-IN-1 N-l N-l 
C C(Y2i+2,2j - Y2i,2j)2 + C C(YZi,2j+2 - ?/2i,2j)2 5 const. 
i=O j=l kl j=O 
More levels of incremental unknowns can be introduced successively as in the one di- 
mensional case. If we denote the transformation from incremental unknowns i? to nodal 
unknowns U = SD, the new matrix equation involving incremental unknowns is: 
AO=F, (3.5) 
where,4=*SAS,?‘=?SF. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We report here on numerical tests that have been performed in space dimension 2 with 
multi-level incremental unknowns. Considering meshes on (0, 1)2 with h = 1/2j+l, j E N, 
we introduce the incremental unknown on j levels as described above and leave the coarsest 
grid with only one unknown in the interior of the domain, namely the center of the square. 
An important difference between equations (3.4) and (3.5) is the condition numbers of the 
matrices (see Figure 1). It is well-known that the condition number of A in (3.4) behaves like 
O(h), i.e., increases exponentially with respect to j. Comparing with the condition number 
of A, Figure 2 shows the condition number of A grows only quadratically with respect to j. 
This question is addressed in the note [Chen(b) e2 a/.] and a complete theoretical proof will 
appear elsewhere. Due to the special structure of S and from the classical theory of numer- 
ical analysis, one can obtain the solutions of (3.5) and (3.4) by O(N 1ogN) and 0(iV3i2) 
flops respectively when the Conjugate Gradient Method is performed (see [Axelsson 19841, 
[Chen(a) et al.]). 
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The Conjugate Gradient Method and a standard V-cycle multigrid method for A are 
chosen for our computational tests. Conjugate Gradient Method is performed both on (3.5) 
(we call it Incremental Unknown Method) and on (3.4) (Conjugate Gradient Method). The 
above three methods are compared numerically and the results are shown in Figure 3. The 
relative l2 averaged norm of error decrease versus the CPU time used to achieve this result 
is plotted. It shows that the efficiency of our Incremental Unknown Method is indeed 
comparable with the multigrid method and of course, it is better than Conjugate Gradient 
Method as expected. 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the three methods: line 1: Incremental Un- 
knowns; line 2: Conjugate Gradient; line 3: Multigrid. 
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